Abstract-This paper presents two approaches to pattern based exploration and mapping of large scale, maze-like environments. These approaches fit the needs of single robot as well as multirobot exploration. A further aspect is the subsequent localization of participating robots within previously generated maps. The construction of these maps relies mostly on the extraction and merging of environmental describing patterns. Two different algorithmic solutions are presented within this work. Both solutions were evaluated by either real hardware implementations or exhaustive simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
One major problem in the field of autonomous mobile robots (AMR) is to determine the robot's position relative to the environment. This task needs information about the direct surrounding as well as global structures that represent the area in a larger scale. It is crucial to a sophisticated map construction that a correct merging of this types of information can be achieved. In this context the merging covers the recognition of known and the integration of new surroundings. In most cases this fusion of data is very complex and additionally complicated by the interdependency of information. New surroundings may only be integrated into an existing worldmodel if the AMRs can determine their position. However, a robot cannot estimate its pose if it has no information about the global area.
A common approach to this task of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is the use of complex robots, like in [1] or [2] . In proceedings like this the robot has to visit each part of the environment at least once to generate a complete map.
Alternative approaches, where the environmental mapping is performed by two cooperating units, can be found in [3] and [4] . The presented results suggest that cooperating robots may speed up the generation of maps. However, these results rely primary on an augmented sensing range, since the AMRs travel with an optical linkage between them. So the shared sensing ranges are distributed over a relatively small area.
Landmark based approaches for cooperative mapping are presented in [5] . The applied merging relies on the extraction and matching of complex landmarks like junctions and corridors. With a set of 19 prerecorded parts of an rectangular corridor loop with a total length of 80 meters, 26 offline map mergings were performed. Further experiments revealed that the utilized feature extraction had an accuracy of about one meter.
An other, leader-based approach for cooperative mapping is presented in [6] . In this work the robots communicate to generate assumptions about their relative positioning and map merging. This assumptions are then optically verified by a meeting at an agreed rendezvous point.
Typically the mapping AMRs are equipped with long range sensing devices, such as laser rangefinders, which allow the detection of wide areas around the robot [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Additional problems are introduced, if the sensing range is relatively small compared to the whole environment. In this case the exploration area may be denoted as large scale environment.
One possible approach to this kind of problems can be found in [8] . In this work a single robot is utilized to explore an environment of 80 x 25 meters. With an assumed sensing range of 5 m and a 180 0 sensing angle this environment is 50-times bigger than the area covered by the robots sensors.
This paper presents approaches to the mapping of large scale, maze-like environments by utilizing patterns of low level environmental features. These strategies include single robot exploration, as well as multi-robot exploration. A further aspect is the possibility to accelerate the map construction by utilizing distributed robots with spread sensing information. In contrast to typical SLAM approaches with highly precise laser rangefinders these methods require only very limited sensing capabilities.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the theoretical aspects of pattern based mapping and localization. Then Section III presents experimental results of these approaches obtained by implementations on real hardware, as well as simulations. The conclusion of this paper can be found in Section IV. In the context of the SRM one mapping robot r with its R v is present, so the AMR has to cross the whole environment to generate a map. To prevent the infinite growth of R v the robot has to check the extracted features for reappearing patterns. In this context a subsequence of features out of R v is denoted as pattern only if it occurs at least twice. Therefore, it is necessary to cross the whole environment twice, if the pattern of the environment shall be extracted.
Due to odometry errors this task may not be solved by relying only on the traveled distances (dead-reckoning). Furthermore, it is obstructive to start the extracting process with too less features, because this might lead to false extractions of reappearing sub-patterns. Therefore, a necessary condition has to be met, before the robot may perform a pattern-check.
The necessary condition of a circular journey in the given context is a full turn of 27r. This is due to the fact, that the AMR follows each feature which is extracted. 
While an AMR travels through an environment it gathers information that may be represented as a growing tuple R v = (ei)~=I' where v denotes the number of visited edges.
The required information about an edge ei may be gathered by a wall-following behavior. Therefore, some kind of sensors are required that are capable of detecting obstacles and rectangular corners, e.g. simple infrared sensors. Furthermore, the robot has to get odometry information through shaft encoders or stepper motors to measure the length of an edge. The results and deliberations of the following sections generally assume a wall-following behavior that considers only walls on the right side of the robot. This holds no constraints, because the two options of left and right walls can easily be converted into one another by inverting the order of the elements within the feature tuple and switching the logical meaning of the final rotation of each edge.
The growth of the information tuple R v rests upon two rules. A robot, starting at a randomly chosen corner within an environment has no prior knowledge, which is denoted 
B. Coupled Multi-Robot Mapping (C-MRM)
The C-MRM features the decentralized cooperation of multiple AMRs. Such a cooperation requires some kind of information exchange, which may be implicit or explicit [9] . In the context of C-MRM an explicit broadcasting is utilized.
In the current scenario multiple information tuples of different length v are present. R~i specifies the current tuple of robot ri, with 1 ::; i ::; Irobotsl. It represents the past movement of robot ri as well as abstracted features of the environment. The goal of this approach is to combine the distributed data R~i of all robots ri to a common map M n . In addition no further data, like the exact poses of the AMRs or their spatial order, shall be used to perform this task.
The presented approach may be divided into logical steps, consisting of the three phases exploration, synchronization and merging.
In the exploration phase the robot travels through the environment and extracts identifying features. In the given context such a feature is represented by an edge ei. A robot can extract an edge by following a wall and detecting corners in the environment. While following a wall shaft encoders may be utilized to measure the length of the edge. The detection of corners provides the final rotation.
After a robot has successfully extracted a feature it stops its motion and enters the synchronization phase. In this phase the AMR waits for other robots to finish their feature extraction. To prevent never ending waiting periods due to failed units the synchronization phase should be limited by a timeout. An alternative to this is the use of "I'm alive" messages. If robots in the exploration phase keep sending status information, a failing AMR may be detected and will not jam the synchronization.
The final phase of a logical mapping step is the merging. In this phase every robot ri creates a copy of its extracted features C~i := R~i and broadcasts R~i to all other robots rj, with i =1= j. Upon the receiving of a R~j, with j =1= i, the new data is integrated into C~i as well as possible.
To Two tuples are said to fit into one another with a quality qfit of fe, if all compared elements match. This process is repeated with switched alignments. So el of R~j is compared with ex of C~i and so on.
A cyclic match occurs, if a tuple fits on both sides of another tuple. In this case the qualities of both fits add up. The best fit of two tuples is defined as the fit with the highest qfit. Due to its definition a best fit is always non-ambiguous. Two exemplary snapshots of this algorithm are shown in the Figures 2 and 3 .
After the merging of all distributed data sources R~i a vote on the map is performed. This decision-making is needed, due to the different start configurations of all robots. Since the AMRs are spatial distributed it is not guaranteed that every incoming tuple may be merged into the C~i of the receiver. This can lead to inconsistent maps in different robots. To make sure that each AMR has generated the common map M n , every robot ri broadcasts its map to all participants. Whenever an inconsistent map occurs a fail-signal is broadcasted, informing all units of the merging failure. After this, the robots proceed with further feature extractions. If no fail-signal is broadcasted, the map M n is constructed successfully.
Once the map M n has been established using the C-MRM approach the robots empty their feature tuples R~i. On their further movement the AMRs extract additional features and refill their R~i, but these samples are going to be used to localize the robots within the map, while updating it with the newly extracted features. This process is described in the next subsection.
c. Pattern Based Localization (PBL)
After a map M n is present the PBL can be used to locate the robot within the environment. Therefor the minimum length Pid of unique patterns is determined. It indicates the minimal number of elements that are needed to match each possible sub-pattern of this length to a definite position within the map.
If a partially map describing tuple sequence P k , with k 2:
Pid, can be found within the robots feature buffer R~i, it may be used to locate the robot, while removing P k from R~i and refining the measured length of the edges ei. This is done by combining the already known data with the new data by applying the filter
where lik denotes the k-th measuring of length li. This performs a damping of measurement errors.
To calculate the actual value of Pid the map M n is subsequentially divided into subsets of s-tuples, with 1 ::; s ::; n.
Then the uniqueness of each s-tuple is verified. If as-tuple occurs twice, the subset is discarded and s incremented. Otherwise the process is stopped and the minimum length has been determined with Pid := s.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The results of SRM were obtained from experiments with real hardware. Therefore, the e-puck robot [10] was chosen. The e-puck is a differential driven, small sized robot with a diameter of 70 mm, a height of 55 mm and two stepper motors. It is equipped with eight TCRT 1000 infrared sensors, three microphones, a speaker, a bluetooth module, a camera and controlled by a dsPIC 30F6014A. The extraction of features was realized by relying only on the infrared sensors and the stepper motors. Due to the relatively limited sensing range of approximately 3.87 cm up to 5.16 cm this robot may likely be chosen to test large scale exploration without taking up too much space. Based on the preceding results the C-MRM approach has been analyzed within simulated test environments. The simulation approach was selected, because it allows quick results for a huge number of possible parameter settings. Furthermore, it is much more difficult to set up and gauge environments by hand in the real world.
A. Feature Extraction
Since the extraction of valid features is a crucial part of both approaches, it has been confirmed in a preliminary step. Therefore, a squared environment was set up with a scale of approximately 60 : 1 compared to the sensing range of the epuck, consisting of four equal walls with the particular length of one meter. The structure of this environment causes the detection of a continuously reoccurring feature. The term inner corner describes a corner where the robot has to turn away from the next wall in front of it, while outer corner denotes a corner where the robot has to turn towards the next wall. If an AMR is placed near the walls inside of this structure, it finds only inner corners, while on the outside there are just outer corners to detect.
The environm~nt was properly gauged by hand to obtain the reference value II of the edges length. After that the e-puck was sent in to extract the reoccurring feature, with e(matching threshold) set to approximately 3.23 cm. After 118 extractions of the inner features no errors occurred and the mean value of the edges length l1118 differed by only 0.325 % from ll. The detection test of the outer edges showed that 4 bogus corners occurred within 202 feature extractions. Due to their structure it was possible to eliminate all these false detections by introducing a minimal threshold value for li. The!efore, the final value of l1202 differed by only 0.449 % from ll.
Due to the physical extent of the robot an odometric path measurement along the walls generates additional errors. If the robot for example encounters an inner corner it has to stop, at least when touching the wall. A similar case occurs, if an AMR starts the feature extraction next to an inner corner. Therefore, the wheels can never travel the exact distance of such a feature. Edges between two outer corners do not show this effect. So the errors depends mainly on the combination of inner and outer corner. By observing the average error of the four possible combinations of corners in different environments, it is feasible to generate approximated values that may be used to correct these errors. This approach is comparable to the UMBmark presented in [11] .
The benefit of this procedure is shown in Figure 4 . Subfigure (a) shows the manually gauged map, which serves as a reference. In (b) the raw data of the robot is visualized, while (c) shows the result of a corrected path measurement.
B. SRM Results
With respect to the previous subsection the SRM was implemented on the e-puck robot and tested within 5 different environments.
To determine quality features of the SRM approach, two different environments were set up and gauged accurately. The first one Ecorner has 24 edges with a total length of 7.89 m and covers a space of 1 m x 1 m, while the second environment El ong consists of 8 edges with a total length of 9.8 m and an extent of 2.6 m x 1.3 m. An abstract representation of Ecorner can be found in Figure 4 (a) and E long is shown in Figure 5 .
The maps M 24 and M s , generated by SRM, are c~pared to the manually created reference maps M 2 4 and Ms. For this purpose the three features positioning drift, edge drift and total distance drift serve as significant quality features.
The positioning drift dpos describes the average deviation between th~absolute position of a feature in M n and its position in M n . This drift is calculated by the equation
where LXi defines the deviation on the x-axis and LYi is the deviation on the y-axis. The edge drift~edge specifies the average deviation between the edges li and li by
The total distance drift ddist is th~ifference between the total distance of all edges in M n and M n . Thus ddist is defined as
The resulting quality features of the SRM approach are shown in table I. Since the positions of environmental features are used to locate the robot within its environment, dpos is also an index to the quality of the robots self-localization ability. within the quality features. This shows that PBL works correctly, because the quality features would not increase without a correct localization.
With dpos set in relation to the total distance of the environments from 7.89 to 9.8 m and the robots diameter of 70 mm the obtained results are quite promising. Beside it has to be mentioned that dpos is not increasing steadily over the total distance of the environment. This has been verified by calculating the average positioning drift stepwise from one to n features.
C. C-MRM Results
The previous results show that a feature based environmental mapping is possible with single robots. Building up onto this results the C-MRM approach was simulated within a command-line based, custom-made simulator to verify the multi-robot mapping.
Since it has already been shown that an extraction of valid feature tuples is possible with real robots, the simulator was designed to abstract from problems like measurement errors and focuses on the C-MRM itself and the effects of different C-MRM parameters. This parameters include the minimal number of features between two robots (spacing), the minimal quality of a fit within the merging step (qfit) and the number of participating, pseudo-randomly distributed robots (robots). Also user defined environments are supported by the simulator.
The simulation of the mapping is carried out stepwise, accordingly to the previously mentioned logical steps. So one simulation step includes the extraction of a feature, the broadcasting of all information in a pseudo-random order and the merging with the subsequent vote on the map.
A total of more than 330, 000 simulations where performed in different, manually defined environments with varying parameters. Each set of parameters was at least simulated 1, 000 times to obtain valid results. This results indicate a positive influence of increasing parameter values to the total number of correctly generated maps.
The detailed analysis of the parameters shows that an increasing qfit decreases the number of erroneous maps, while the number of required simulation steps increases. Moreover the simulations reveals that an increasing spacing decreases the amount of erroneous votes and reduces the number of simulation steps. This reduction of steps is a little lower compared to the increase of steps introduced by qfit. Unfortunately the spacing may not always be set to the desired value, when placing the robots.
The greatest impact on the total number of correct maps can be achieved by increasing the number of robots. So the C-MRM approach fits the needs of a multi-robot mapping very well. Figure 6 shows the simulation results of two to 30 pseudo-randomly distributed robots, with qfit := 1 and spacing := 2. The environment of this simulations is shown in Figure 1. .. Correct -.-Erroneous V StepC -.. StePE 120 1 0 0 : ; . . ......• " . " " "" " " . " " "" " " " " " " ". . An increasing number of robots has the greatest effect on the total amount of correct maps. The data points Correct and Erroneous display the percentage of correct and erroneous maps out of 1, 000 simulations. Since both of this graphs add to 100 % at any point the robots are always capable of making a decision. Stepc and StepE represent the average number of steps that are needed to finish the map construction with either a correct or an erroneous map. The dashed vertical line marks the point from were on only correct maps are constructed.
As the Figure shows, ten robots are capable of mapping the environment cooperatively without generating any false maps. Furthermore, the Stepc graph reaches its minimum at this point as well. So ten AMRs are the optimal number of robots for the given environment. More participants lead also to correct mappings but take a little longer, since they need more steps for a concordant vote.
It has to be mentioned that a mapping without errors is manageable even with fewer AMRs if certain conditions are met. Within the given environment it is for example feasible to drop the number of robots to five, if a qfit of 30 is applied. Unfortunately there are two possible problems connected to a huge qfit value. As previously mentioned the number of required simulation steps increases and a second problem may arise if qfit is greater than the number of features within the environment. If qfit is chosen too great the robots are no longer able to merge their information unless they have traveled the whole environment. This would lead to a nullification of the advantages of a multi-robot mapping.
Simulations with an optimal spacing between the robots, given by spacing := l f~~6'::"t~s J, showed that the spacing is also capable of dropping the number of required AMRs. In the case of the exemplary environment it was possible to map the environment without any errors at a total of six robots, if an optimal spacing was applied.
IV. CONCLUSION
Two approaches to pattern based mapping, SMR and C-MRM, have been presented for one as well as for multiple robots. It was shown that both approaches are capable of constructing correct representations of previously unknown maze-like environments, without any global positioning or a priori knowledge about the spatial order of the robots.
The SRM approach was verified on a real hardware platform and revealed that environmental features can be extracted with an accuracy of about 4.35 em. Hence SRM relies on odometric measurements of single features it has proven robust against comparatively long routes. The results indicate furthermore a dependence between the positioning drift and the number of corners within an environment. This is due to the fact, that rectangular corners are assumed. Future works might consider the use of more reliable sensors to verify the angle of a corner instead of assuming it.
Further on the C-MRM was validated within more than 330, 000 simulations. It has been shown that multiple AMRs are capable of mapping the whole environment with distributed sensing information, so that each robot just needs to map a part of the environment. The results show that a relatively huge number of cooperating robots grants correct maps, while it does not need any further assumptions about the distribution of the robots or constraints on the minimal number of common features while merging maps of different robots.
